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Introduction to Infrastructure Assets
Introduction

A complex taxonomy

Infrastructure as an asset class has gained
increasing investor interest over the last five years
as the global economy enters a period of
heightened uncertainty. A low interest rate
environment has intensified investors’ search for
yield and disrupted the risk-reward calculation,
whilst global fixed income returns are low (with
AUS, UK and US sovereign bond rates around half
of pre-GFC levels) and extreme volatility has
ensued in equity markets (as a result of the COVID19
pandemic).
Against
this
backdrop,
infrastructure assets across transport, energy,
utilities, and public-private partnerships, offer
consistent yield whilst also typically retaining or
increasing their capital value through the difficult
economic conditions we are seeing today, acting as
a diversifier and offering counter-cyclical
characteristics. The case for allocating capital to
infrastructure is prudent and comprehensively
understood – according to APRA, Australian
superannuation funds held over $113 billion in
infrastructure assets at in FY19, $84 billion of
which was unlisted.

Before we discuss some of the current trends
affecting infrastructure investment and valuation in
Australia, it is important to understand some of the
key terminology used in this sector. ‘Infrastructure’
is an amorphous term and it can take many forms
and classifications.
The basic distinction is between ‘core’ and ‘noncore’ infrastructure:
Core Infrastructure comprises developed
infrastructure assets with long-term concessions or
offtake agreements with governments or
creditworthy counterparties. These assets often
operate in stable regulatory environments with ‘derisked’ cash flows. This can include assets that
offer ‘essential services’ or monopoly market
positions in their industry and provide stable,
consistent cash flows. They also provide a hedge
against inflation risk and volume/throughput risk
(or have inelastic demand for their services).
Examples of core infrastructure includes regulated
electricity networks, pipelines and toll roads,
essential infrastructure with monopolistic
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characteristics such as ports and airports in addition
to services with a government offtake or capacity
commitment. Given these characteristics, core
infrastructure is highly sought after and is viewed
as the safest way for infrastructure investors to
secure long-term yields that match their liabilities.

From top to bottom: Hospitals, Car-Parks and Data
Centres are examples of core-plus infrastructure assets.

A further classification is between ‘greenfield’ and
‘brownfield’ assets.

Airports are an example of traditional core infrastructure
assets

Non-core / Core-plus Infrastructure comprises
infrastructure assets that do not have one or some
of the characteristics listed above, however are still
capital-intensive sectors with high barriers to entry.
These assets are typically more exposed to factors
such
as
development
risk,
inflation,
volume/throughput risk or competition risk.
Examples of core-plus infrastructures includes data
centres, carparks, student accommodation, social
infrastructure, land-title registries and even
crematoriums.

Greenfield assets hold some level of development
or construction requirement risk. Brownfield asset
is a developed asset, albeit one that may require
ongoing capital expenditure and expansion. There
is no bright line distinction between brownfield and
greenfield infrastructure – many brownfield
transactions involve considerable development and
construction projects or offer expansion,
enhancement or retrofitting programmes and are
titled kakhifield transactions.
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Australian infrastructure is highly
attractive, expensive, and bidding is
competitive.
Perceptions that the infrastructure asset class is
overvalued have arisen as a result of the amount of
funds flowing into infrastructure assets, a limited
opportunity set of Australian core infrastructure
and a number of steep headline prices associated
with recent high-profile transactions. These factors
have forced investors up the risk curve into coreplus infrastructure.
A key driver of this in Australia has been the
slowing privatisation pipeline. One of the main
sources of brownfield infrastructure transactions in
Australia has historically been provided by State
and Federal government privatisation programmes
– the past three years has seen significant
privatisation transactions for core-infrastructure
assets including: the long term leases of NSW’s
electricity transmission and distribution networks,
the Sydney Desalination Plant and of the ports of
Melbourne, Newcastle and Darwin. However, this
pipeline has now slowed, with the “assetrecycling” programmes of the NSW and Victorian
governments having largely exhausted their core
infrastructure assets of scale that are available or
publicly viable for privatisation. The immediate
outlook for traditional brownfield transactions of
any scale in Australia is limited.

Notwithstanding this, infrastructure investors and,
particularly in Australia, superannuation funds,
face significant pressure to deploy their
accumulating investor funds. This pressure,
combined with an opaque brownfield transaction
pipeline, is causing intense competition, and
increasing prices for remaining core infrastructure
assets. This has resulted in lower equity returns and

expectations while developing a preference for the
higher returns of core-plus assets and even a shift
by governments to create ‘infrastructure-like’
investments for private capital. Examples of this
include the concessions to operate the NSW, SA
and Victorian land titles registries.

How have investors responded?
The investor response has been multi-faceted.
Some investors are considering unlevered
transactions to deploy larger amounts of capital,
notwithstanding that this may not be the most
efficient capital structure. Investors also appear
willing (or perhaps are forced) to focus on
greenfield infrastructure developments and PublicPrivate Partnership (PPP) transactions in the near
term, particularly in road, rail and other transport
assets. Historically, the construction risks
associated with greenfield assets drove
infrastructure investors away from the asset class.
However, successful marquee transactions such as
the privatisation of 51% of WestConnex to a
Transurban-led consortium have demonstrated that
these can be managed by appropriate contracting
structures. Here, the State sold the complex
WestConnex toll road development: an
interconnected series of two stages, seven parts,
three new tunnels and a $16.8 billion construction
bill – all prior to traffic volumes being established
and even confirming the ‘design and construct’
contracts for the later stages.

The Transurban-led consortium dubbed Sydney Transport
Partners included the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority,
Australian Super and Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board.
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There has been much talk in the past month of an
infrastructure-led recovery out of the coronavirus
recession. Andrew Constance, the NSW Minister
for Transport and Roads, went as far as calling his
government’s asset recycling program a ‘silver
bullet’1. NSW is pressing ahead with a scoping
study to decide whether to sell or retain its
remaining 49% stake in the 33-kilometre
WestConnex motorway. The challenge for the
government in selling WestConnex is that
Transurban, which owns the majority in the
motorway, is considered the logical buyer, raising
questions about whether the state can get fair value.

years,
with
the
Federal
Treasury’s
Intergenerational Report Australia to 2050: Future
Challenges forecasting a national population of
35.9 million. The Australian Bureau of Statistics
forecasts the Australian population to hit 42 million
by 2056. Governments at the Federal and State
level are looking to make Australia’s cities smarter,
curb congestion in urban population centres in
Sydney and Melbourne, increase national supply
chain capacity and enhance connectivity between
urban and regional hubs. In particular, there has
been an active effort to future proof Australian
cities’ transportation networks which has, and will
be, a key part of the greenfield infrastructure
pipeline.

Rail has been at the forefront of this
shift

Premier Gladys Berejiklian and Transport Minister
Andrew Constance at the site of a metro train station last
year. Source: Ben Rushton; Sydney Morning Herald.

Demographics
have
shaped
investment in infrastructure

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Population
projections 2017 (base) – 2066.

Australia’s anticipated population growth is
another key trend which has driven its key
infrastructure
initiatives.
Experts
expect
Australia’s population to double in the next 50

Rail projects, including the Brisbane, Sydney and
Melbourne Metro projects, Perth’s Metronet, the
Cross-River Rail in Brisbane, and the Parramatta
Light Rail in Sydney, are at the forefront of
futureproofing Australian transport. There has also
been increased public pressure for inter-capital city
rail projects, and the Federal Government budget
announced the creation of a $10 billion National
Rail Program to help fund urban and regional rail
development.

Rail projects extend beyond passenger transport
and entail boosting Australia’s freight capacity.
NSW’s Moorebank Intermodal Terminal and the
Inland Rail project are two examples aimed at
ensuring Australia’s exports remain competitive by
lowering transport costs. The Inland Rail project is
expected to shift intermodal freight from road to
rail and generate other supply chain benefits.

1

Sydney Morning Herald, 2020. Second wave of mega
projects ‘silver bullet’ to reviving NSW economy.
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Roads
Upgrading the capacity of city roads and better
connecting existing routes is another major aspect
of greenfield investment. Key projects of this
nature include: Sydney’s WestConnex, Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link, and
Melbourne’s Western Distributor Project, North
East Link and various Outer Suburban Arterial
Roads (OSAR).

Ports
The focus for ports in the past has been on
privatising the long-term leases of the Ports of
Melbourne,
Darwin,
Botany/Kembla
and
Newcastle. Activity is now shifting to the
construction of new ports and expansion of existing
facilities to improve the capacity and efficiency of
Australia’s port network. It is part of a wider
Commonwealth Government plan to create multimodal hubs, increase supply chain efficiency, and
ultimately raise productivity levels. Key projects of
this nature include The Port of Townsville Channel
Capacity upgrade and the Brisbane International
purpose-built Cruise Terminal.

Airports
Meanwhile, expectations of population growth and
increased tourism have translated to greenfield
opportunities in expanding the capacity of
Australia’s airports. The COVID-19 outbreak,
however, is expected to severely delay
opportunities in this sector, with limited visibility
on the reopening of international travel.
Nonetheless, the $5 billion Western Sydney
Airport is the clearest example of greenfield
investments of this nature, along with existing
projects to increase airport capacity by constructing
additional runways at Melbourne Airport and Perth
Airport.
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The growing
infrastructure

role

of

ESG

in

Ethical Investing seeks to screen and exclude
(also called ‘negative screening’) assets with
revenue streams from sources that do not meet
ESG-criteria, such as gambling, tobacco, firearms,
or fossil fuels. Positive screening is also applied to
target ESG-focused revenue sources such as
healthcare, affordable housing, and education.
Socially responsible investing also applies
negative screening with reference to investments in
particular sectors, however, may proceed where the
commitment to social responsibility is assessed to
outweigh the negatives.

Source: UN Sustainable Development Goals

Environmental, social and governance (ESG)
factors are three measures central to the
sustainability of any asset class and particularly
infrastructure assets, given their fixed nature,
lengthy lives and the centrality of these assets to
economic growth and the smooth running of
society. While ESG considerations are not
particularly new for market participants, they are
now playing an increasingly important and active
role. There has been considerable growth in ESG
dedicated funds and managers are progressively
recognising the need to incorporate ESG analysis
in their investment approach. It is now the case that
over 50% of all professionally managed assets in
Australia operate under a responsible investment
strategy.
ESG strategies encompass a broad spectrum of
approaches and commitments while terms are used
interchangeably:

Source: AMP Capital - The growing role of ESG in
infrastructure by Giuseppe Corona

Sustainable investing seeks to select investments
with reference to how well the relevant asset
manages social, corporate governance and
environmental factors (rather than by reference to
specific sectors, such as ‘socially responsible
investing’).
Impact investing goes one step further by
intentionally seeking investments with the twin
objectives of creating financial returns for investors
and having a positive and measurable social or
environmental impact.
Particularly among infrastructure assets, there has
been a newfound push for ESG-focused
stewardship. This is evident in initiatives to support
Australia’s transition to lower emissions energy
production by encouraging growth in renewable
energy. As an example, AGL, one of Australia’s
leading energy companies across electricity, gas
and solar, has committed to exit coal-fired power
generation and ‘decarbonise’ by 2050. Its strategic
focus going forward is on renewable energy
sources, with support from gas and battery power
to enhance the value proposition of renewable
technology. AGL has also committed to managing
the closure of its coal-fired power stations in a
responsible and sustainable process, to avoid
market electricity shortfall and carbon risk.

Loy Yang, AGL’s brown coal power station in Victoria may
close earlier than its stated 2048 end of life. Source:
Aaron Francis; The Australian.
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Amongst the social infrastructure sector, there have
been initiatives to promote a focus on preventative
ESG outcomes such as preventing future demand
for social housing, health and corrective services
through education, safety measures and other
programs. The NSW Social and Affordable
Housing Fund is an example, with returns from the
fund aiming to facilitate access to 2,200 new
dwellings. Rather than the NSW State Government
taking a direct interest in the underlying property
assets, under this regime, social housing is treated
as accommodation services with the proviso of coordinated health, education, employment and
community services are provided to assist social
housing occupants ultimately shift into the private
rental market. The services arrangements involve a
payment stream to service providers over a 25-year
term which funds the gap between provider equity,
tenant revenues and costs of the services package,
together with a ‘payment for outcomes’ regime.

Conclusion
The ever-growing universe of ‘infrastructure’
assets demonstrates that the traditional definitions
associated with the asset class are rapidly evolving.
An opaque pipeline of Australian brownfield assets
combined
with
increasing
pressure
by
infrastructure funds to deploy capital has resulted
in investors shifting up the risk curve into ‘coreplus’ territory. Meanwhile, key demographic
trends have shaped the outlook for exciting new
greenfield assets, particularly in the transport
sector. Lastly, the focus on ESG is expected to
grow for financial investors, asset managers and
policymakers
involved
in
infrastructure
investments. Opportunities arising from this trend
include a growing demand for ESG-focused asset
classes and transaction activity as portfolios will
rebalance to align with the evolving investment
criteria. Ultimately, the centrality of infrastructure
assets to economic growth and the smooth running
of society mean it will remain an exciting and
dynamic asset class.

The Social and Affordable Housing Fund (SAHF)
explainer. Source: Family and Community Services NSW.
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